Level Design Patterns That Invoke Curiosity-Driven Exploration: An Empirical Study Across Multiple Conditions
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of the game in the nature aesthetic; one of two aesthetics in the experiment. Player character walking on the primary path (left), and looking down from ‘Mountain B’ (right).

Video games frequently feature ‘open world’ environments, designed to motivate exploration. Level design patterns are implemented to invoke curiosity and to guide player behavior. However, evidence of the efficacy of such patterns has remained theoretical. This study presents an empirical study of how level design patterns impact curiosity-driven exploration in a 3D open-world video game. 254 participants played a game in an empirical study using a between-subjects factorial design, testing 4 variables: presence or absence of patterns, goal or open-ended, nature and alien aesthetic, and assured or unassured compensation. Data collection consisted of in-game metrics and emotion word prompts as well as post-game questionnaires. Results show that design patterns invoke heightened exploration, but this effect is influenced by the presence of an explicit goal or monetary compensation. There appear to be many motivations behind exploratory behavior in games, with patterns raising expectations in players. A disposition for curiosity (i.e. ‘trait curiosity’) was not found to influence exploration. We interpret and discuss the impact of the conditions, individual patterns, and player motivations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Video games provide a wide range of experiences to those who play them [51, 54]. For some, playing games is about challenge, competition, and the thrill of proving their skills. Others play games to experience fantastical worlds and follow dramatic narratives. Players often play for a variety of reasons, with games frequently featuring multiple kinds of experiences to keep them engaged [4, 35, 67]. In many video games, developers combine narrative elements with an ‘open world’ environment that allows players to choose activities that they enjoy [22]. Letting players encounter game content as the result of their own curiosity promises to create a more memorable and enjoyable game experience, compared to using more authoritative directions [71]. However, players still need to be made aware of where purposefully designed game content can be encountered. Aside of outright directing players where to go, games structure their environment in ways that both invoke and direct the desire for exploration. In doing so, games can appear more interactive and ‘free’, as exploration is focused onto areas that are designed for it.

As a result, games benefit from invoking the desire to explore by design, and an increasing number of games feature environments that are created with this goal in mind. Games such as Zelda: Breath of the Wild [48] or The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim [7] gained critical acclaim for instilling a sense of curiosity for exploration [50]. Although designers have an intuitive sense that curiosity is important to games [11, 33, 61], the way in which it can be purposefully invoked is not obvious and has seen limited empirical study. This is unfortunate, as a more evidence-based understanding of what invokes the desire to explore would provide not only a stronger foundation for the research of player experience, but also for the practice of game design, and even the development of engaging procedural environments.

With the study presented in this paper, we aim to perform fundamental work in filling this research gap. We assess the impact of four level design patterns that have been hypothesized to induce curiosity-driven exploration [18] by implementing them in a single-player, 3D game environment. These patterns should be understood as sets of parameters that, taken together, serve a specific design intention. The patterns are integrated through twelve individual implementations (three for each pattern) into a virtual game environment. The four implemented patterns are: (1) overcoming extreme points such as mountain peaks or other hard-to-reach structures, (2) resolving visual obstructions in the environment to discover what they hide, (3) out-of-place elements that appear to not ‘fit’ into the environment, and (4) understanding spatial connections between areas in the game environment. The expectation is that an environment purposefully designed to stimulate exploration will cause players to behave differently and regard the environment more positively.

In the experiment, exploration is measured by the combination of in-game actions (i.e., game metrics) and players’ accompanying emotional investment (through a post-game questionnaire and self-reported ‘emotion words’ during gameplay). Gameplay is divided into a period of free exploration and one where participants need to wait before being able to complete the game (see Section 3.3). With this study, we aim to test the following hypotheses:
H1 (H1a) Level design patterns elicit more exploratory behavior and (H1b) positively affect emotional experience of the game.

H2 Having an explicit goal reduces exploratory behavior.

H3 Players with a higher predisposition for curiosity engage in more exploratory behavior.

The study of these level design patterns is the primary focus of the presented study. However, there are several aspects implicit to a digital game that may influence the behavior being studied here as well. For example, many games have a stated goal (e.g., a main quest) that directs players where to go. Game environments also do not simply consist of mere spatial volumes, but have a distinct environmental aesthetic to make the environment look enticing. To examine whether any differences between an environment with and without level design patterns are not due to these factors, we incorporated these variables into the experiment design. Finally, we also test for effects depending on whether participants are assured monetary compensation for their time or not. Compensation is common in research studies, and researchers of future studies building upon this work may consider to offer it to participants. In this study, we include compensation as a variable to examine whether it affects exploratory behavior in a video game. As such, this study follows a between-subjects 2x2x2x2 factorial design with the fixed factors: patterns, goal, environment aesthetic, and compensation.

We tested 254 participants, who were randomly sorted into different condition groups. Data collection consisted of questionnaires (both in- and post-game) and game metrics (e.g. distances from path and destination over time, play duration, position and rotation, and instances of going out of bounds; i.e. jumping into a chasm). In addition to direct measures, ‘interpreted’ emotion ratings were gathered through matching self-reported emotion words gathered during gameplay to affective components (valence, arousal, and dominance), based on the Glasgow Norms corpus [66].

The results of the study provide evidence for H1 and H2, but not for H3. Section 7 provides a full discussion on the interpretation of results. The contributions of this article lie in providing a first empirical study into level design patterns for exploration. Our results show that level design patterns clearly impact exploratory behavior, but their effects are influenced by other factors. Having an explicit goal severely reduces exploratory behavior until that goal is fulfilled and the game becomes more ‘open ended’. Receiving monetary compensation reduces exploration as well, but patterns still induce players to explore more and perceive the experience more positively than when they play without. These findings can inform game design, but also the design of further studies in this area (e.g., variables to include, data analysis, and whether or not to offer compensation). Overall, this article aims to be a nuanced, practical example of the complexity in studying video games experimentally and analytically, and provides a valuable foundation for future work in the study of design patterns, curiosity, and player experience.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Curiosity

Curiosity, referred to as an intrinsic motivation to learn and explore, is considered to play an important role in many aspects of human life [38, 39, 58]. In education and research, it is credited as one of the most important factors for progress [21, 43, 63] and it has been considered a motivation behind creative efforts [65], technological advancements [23], and epistemic investigations [73, 75].

Most research efforts regarding curiosity have taken place in the fields of Philosophy [25, 63] and Psychology [5, 15]. The definition of curiosity varies for much of the past discussion, ranging from accounts of human aspirations to describing it as instigating stimulant for interaction with the environment[18]. Grossnickle [21] performed a meta-review of academic work in order to find commonalities in prior research. In the review, curiosity is discussed through various ‘lenses’ that
focus on different aspects of curiosity. For example, some consider it a primal drive that requires satisfaction [5, 6], not unlike satisfying hunger [63]. Others posit it as a need to fill knowledge gaps [43]. In this interpretation, it is both necessary for a person to have existing knowledge that makes them aware of the gap, as well as to be capable of the evaluation that the gap is neither too large nor too insignificant to be filled.

Curiosity has been discussed both as a trait and as a state. As a trait, it describes a person’s individual disposition to becoming curious, which is considered to be a fairly stable aspect of one’s personality [42]. As a state, it is an ‘in-the-moment’ drive for exploratory behavior [43]. It has been separated into a feeling of interest (i.e., wanting to know for its own sake) and a feeling of deprivation (i.e., wanting to know because not knowing is frustrating or affects one negatively) [37]. Being in a state of curiosity can be both pleasant and uncomfortable, especially with growing intensity [39]. It follows that curiosity is a complex construct that involves both behavioral and emotional components [21] and that is interwoven with other emotions and motivations, such as uncertainty [3], surprise [49], and wonder [63]. As such, it is a challenging subject for empirical study.

Studies have shown an influential relationship between trait and state curiosity [29, 40, 57]. Most work on quantifying curiosity has been concerned with measuring trait curiosity [38, 41] or related personality traits, such as intrinsic motivation [13, 14, 45] or sensation seeking [78]. Although some researchers doubt the presence of stable curiosity traits [43], recent empirical work shows evidence for it [30]. Kashdan et al. [30] found that trait curiosity consists of five dimensions: Joyous Exploration (motivated by novelty), Deprivation Sensitivity (need of resolving), Stress Tolerance (ability to cope with uncertainty), Social Curiosity (wanting to know about others), and Thrill Seeking (enjoyment of anxiety). Each of these dimensions relates to a different type of motivation behind possible state curiosity and together they form the five-dimensional curiosity scale (5DC). Although dimensions of curiosity remain the subject of debate, the desire to engage in exploratory behavior is generally considered to be among them [5, 31, 69, 74].

In this study, we understand curiosity as an intrinsic motivation for pursuing new knowledge and experiences that is accompanied by pleasure and excitement [18].

2.2 Curiosity in Games

Video games are complex systems that give rise to a range of emotions and experiences [76]. They are a promising medium for the study of curiosity, as curiosity has been noted as an important, yet ill-defined, factor in their design. Costikyan [11] discusses the role of uncertainty in games, and describes curiosity as an important motivator to engage in gameplay. Klimmt [33] considers it part of a conceptual model for player engagement, i.e., a reason why people choose to play games. Schell [61] suggests that designers can stimulate curiosity by inspiring questions in players’ minds through their game’s design. Studies into player profiling seek to establish player types that involve personality traits and motivations, including curiosity [60]. Such player archetypes mirror aspects of Kashdan et al.’s curiosity model [30]. The BrainHex model [47], for example, features seven archetypes that match the characteristics of different dimensions of curiosity, such as the ‘daredevil’ archetype, which is defined by taking pleasure in overcoming risks, matching the ‘thrill seeking’ curiosity dimension. Further connections between different types of curiosity and gameplay have been established [18]. For example, social curiosity may relate to playing together or figuring out the stories behind non-player characters, deprivation sensitivity can indicate a preference for puzzles, and joyous exploration a desire to discover the ins and outs of a virtual environment.

Player types and curiosity dimensions thus give an indication of the types of gameplay that appeal to certain players. In the context of video games, exploration can happen in a variety of ways and for a number of reasons. Behaviorally speaking, exploration can happen spatially in
a virtual space through the actions of a player avatar or conceptually by resolving knowledge gaps, e.g., through the solution of a logic puzzle [71]. Exploration in games is considered a form of creative expression and contributes to how satisfying players consider a game to be [54]. There are many ways to design a game, however, and not every approach may be equally successful in triggering state curiosity, even if the intended gameplay may align with a player’s trait curiosity. Design research in- and outside of games has the challenge of both measuring interrelated idiosyncratic constructs, and informing future design implementations with insights gained by these measures [12]. Understanding why a specific design ‘works’ requires the analysis and creation of generalizable principles. To this end, design research is concerned with formulating knowledge that can inform the development of similar, but not identical, artifacts. One way of pursuing this, is by defining ‘game design patterns’ [8]; definitions of situations and elements that share structural similarities. These patterns can then serve as a guideline for the analysis and development of games. To et al. [71] investigated how game designers can elicit the curiosity of players, following a model of curiosity [34] that distinguishes between different triggers of curiosity. This approach is particularly useful for creating generalizable design guidelines, as it gives game designers a range of possible design interventions for invoking curiosity. Gómez Maureira et al. [18] analyzed the design of games that players associate with dimensions of the 5DC, and identified design patterns commonly used in games invoking spatial exploration (e.g., Elder Scrolls: Skyrim [7]) and social interaction (e.g., World of Warcraft [9]).

Level design patterns have been described in prior work [24, 32, 68], but are rarely empirically tested. This study aims to augment existing work by performing an empirical study of level design patterns for spatial exploration (described in Section 4). As such, we are concerned with studying player behavior and emotional responses to patterns that shape the virtual environment, in order to more closely assess which patterns are successful in motivating exploratory behavior and the emotional experiences that result from such behavior. Although games tend to use additional elements that induce players to explore the environment (e.g., providing objects to discover and collect [18]), this study purposefully limits such elements to study the design of the environment in isolation. We consider this an initial step in the further study of patterns for other types of curiosity. In itself, the results of this work (and other work that may build upon it) may provide insights into the design over game environments, which tend to become larger and more open-ended with each generation of games. So-called ‘open world’ games are based around invoking a desire for exploration. They give players freedom in how to progress in the game and what to interact with. Their success, therefore, is partially dependent on invoking this desire. Games will frequently strike a balance between ‘expecting’ exploration, and actively guiding player behavior. We pose that a better understanding how patterns impact player behavior and game experience can support designers in striking this balance.

2.3 Measuring Curiosity

As stated previously, curiosity is believed to have both behavioral and emotional components. Therefore, empirical studies examining curiosity should try to measure both these aspects. The measure of curiosity is informed by the measure of affective constructs in general [17, 62]. Previous work measured curiosity through questionnaires and psycho-physiological responses that are thought to relate to it [74]. Literature suggests that curiosity is experienced primarily as arousing [41], while the emotional experience (i.e., ‘valence’) of curiosity can be negative or positive. Whether or not curiosity leads to exploration can be measured by observing a person’s actions. However, it can be challenging to ‘correctly’ attribute the motivations that elicited the behavior [63].
In video game research, emotional impact is generally measured retroactively through questionnaires once a play session has concluded (e.g., [10]). These instruments, however, are aimed at assessing the overall game experience, and lose valuable information regarding a player’s moment-to-moment experience. As such, they are not enough to capture state curiosity as it occurs, and more immediate measures are required. Such measures could include the recording of physiological responses thought to correlate with an emotion [36], recording behavioral data through game metrics (e.g., position, rotation, actions), or incorporating ways of eliciting player feedback during the game. In general, a combination of measurements is desirable in order to comprehensively capture a player’s experience [20]. There is no standardized method of eliciting feedback while playing, and adding measures also means that the measuring process and analysis rapidly form an increasing burden on both the player and the researcher. Ideally, measurements happen at the moment that they are happening, and capture relevant data (subjective and objective) from both the player and the game.

Developers have experimented with in-game measures for testing purposes. For example, the game *Subnautica* [72] implemented a form to make it easy for players to report issues during their game session [28]. The form contains a free-form text box to provide feedback, check-boxes for the type of feedback (general, gameplay, bug, frame rate), the option to include a screenshot, and a 4-point scale emotion rating (visualized through a range of angry to happy faces). The player’s in-game coordinates, frame rate, and computer specifications are automatically logged with each submission. As such, the form combines elements of game metrics and subjective measures to form an in-the-moment picture of a player’s experience.

For our study of level design patterns, we pose that players’ movements through the areas where those patterns are implemented can be used as an indication of exploratory behavior. For our assessment of the motivations behind such exploration (i.e., whether or not that behavior is driven by curiosity) we rely on in-game prompts and post-game surveys. We describe the included measures in Section 5.3.

### 3 THE GAME DESIGN

The game created for this study is *Shinobi Valley*, a single-player video game inspired by action-adventure games like *The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild* [48]. It was tested over multiple iterations during development and experimentally validated through a pilot study (see Section 5.5).

In *Shinobi Valley*, the player controls the character of a ninja (shinobi) monkey and explores a 3-dimensional virtual environment, which takes the shape of a valley between mountain ranges. A path snakes through the valley from one corner of the map to the other. At the end of this path, the monkey reunites with his ninja master and joins him in meditation.

There are no enemies in *Shinobi Valley* and no specific obstacles to overcome. There is no music in the game, but there are ambient noises such as wind and rustling leaves. The character itself also produces sound while walking and jumping. The atmosphere is generally quiet and calm. The game is played in browsers using either the mouse and keyboard or purely mouse-based controls. As such, players have to be comfortable with using either control scheme and be capable of moving a virtual character in 3D space.

*Shinobi Valley* was created for this study. Video games are often developed with the goal of providing as much entertainment as possible. They do this through a multitude of overlapping and interacting systems and mechanics, making it difficult to assess what each individual aspect contributes to the gameplay experience. Using a custom-made game, however, allows for detailed manipulation of the condition design, and closer examination of player behavior and experience (e.g., due to the ability to capture game metrics and intervening with other measurements) than
using a commercial title would allow. The downside is that a game created solely for research purposes may be lacking in qualities that commercial games possess. We reflect on the impacts of this decision in Section 8.

### 3.1 Controls

The camera in *Shinobi Valley* has a third-person perspective and, as such, is positioned behind the player character. Players can move their character with the WASD or arrow keys, or by holding the left mouse-button down. Jumping is done by pressing SPACEBAR or clicking the right mouse-button. Running is done by holding SHIFT. If players are holding the left mouse-button to walk, the character will start running automatically after a few seconds. Players can turn the camera by moving the mouse. Players steer their character in the right direction by turning the camera. Camera turning direction and sensitivity can be controlled from a settings menu, which is accessed by pressing CTRL.

### 3.2 Tutorial

The tutorial is presented in sequence. Players are welcomed via a text message and introduced to their character. At this point, the player cannot yet control their character freely. The game explains the controls step by step, each time pausing for players to try them out before continuing. It first teaches the player to control the camera with the mouse. Then, it allows them to try and reverse the camera direction if they want, followed by the option to adjust camera sensitivity. Next, walking controls are explained. Finally, the jump button is explained and the player is told they can change settings at any time. From this point, the player is free to move around.

### 3.3 Progression

At the start of the game, players see their character in the virtual environment. After players complete the tutorial they are free to explore the environment as they wish. They will start on one side of the main path, which traverses the entire level. The ninja master is always on the opposite end of the path, sitting on a rock. Upon reaching the Master, the player is informed that he is meditating and to come back later. From this point on, a timer starts running. The timer is 5 minutes long, or 2.5 minutes if players have played for over 10 minutes before reaching the Master. Players can check back before the timer runs out, but the Master will still be meditating. The message will update to reflect the passing time, though it does not give an exact indication of when the Master will be done. Once the timer runs out, the Master will stand up and the player can join him. The game ends with the player and the Master meditating together.

The intention of the waiting period between reaching the Master and finishing the game is to encourage participants to engage with the environment. Players may choose to follow the path instead of responding to the design patterns. In such cases, patterns may have been either not noticed, or not provided a strong motivation for exploration, as compared to reaching the end of the path. The waiting period provides a separate occasion to evaluate the relative attraction of design patterns.

Interaction with design patterns in the waiting phase are evaluated separately, since exploration at that point might be more motivated by a desire to alleviate boredom. While players might not be in a general state of curiosity if they are bored, it is still instructive whether and which specific design patterns attract exploration under such circumstances. Players may still be curious about features in the environment while experiencing boredom.
Fig. 2. Top-down schematic of the game environment with (left) and without (right) patterns present. The left schematic illustrates the location of pattern instantiation regions (PIRs).

4 INDEPENDENT GAME VARIABLES

To examine the research questions, the game’s design can vary in three aspects: presence of patterns, presence of a goal, and environment aesthetic. Participants are randomly assigned a combination of variables. While the controls and general progression remain as explained above throughout the different versions, the environment differs depending on which condition (i.e., combination of variable states) a participant is assigned. Variables are tested pair-wise, meaning that different variable states overlap with others. Each participant plays only one possible version of the game. Each of the variables is described in the following sections.

In addition to game variables, it varied per participant whether or not they received financial compensation for participation. This variable is further discussed in Section 5.2.

4.1 Level Design Patterns for Spatial Exploration

The primary goal of this study is to examine the effects of level design patterns on exploratory behavior and emotional experience of a game. Hence, the primary focus of the study is the presence or absence of level design patterns for spatial exploration in the game environment. In both versions, the environment is bordered by steep cliffs the player cannot traverse. It also includes a chasm and a low mountain ridge to keep the player from cutting straight across to the other side. Finally, a ‘primary’ path forms an S-curve from one side to the other (Figure 2).
Without patterns: The valley is purposely simple in design. It is fairly flat and sparsely populated with trees, with little to no outstanding features.

With patterns: All four level design patterns are implemented within the overall framework of the valley’s design. Their presence alters the environment significantly, adding multiple high points, objects, and spatial connections that can draw the player’s attention. Each pattern is implemented three times into the environment for a total of twelve unique implementations. In this paper, we refer to a design pattern implementation as a pattern instantiation region (PIR). Each PIR is situated off the path that crosses the valley (see Figure 2). The four design patterns and their resulting PIRs are discussed below.

4.1.1 Reaching Extreme Points (EXP). Games that encourage exploration often feature locations considerably higher than the rest of the game environment. In 

_Zelda: Breath of the Wild_ [48] players climb mountains and towers to gain an overview of the environment. Alternatively, games may also include locations that are at extreme depths (e.g. 

_Subnautica_ [72] and _Minecraft_ [46]). In _Shinobi Valley_, this pattern is recreated through three tall mountains that players can climb via trails taking several hairpin turns. For two mountains (Mountain A and C), the trail is placed out of sight from the path and thus requires some effort to find. A third mountain (Mountain B) is placed near the middle of the path. The trail to its summit, while still out of the way, is more easily visible.

4.1.2 Resolving Visual Obstructions (OBS). Parts of a game environment can be deliberately obscured to motivate exploration. For example, strategy games often use a ‘fog of war’ [8] to hide areas in the game world. In our study, a version of this pattern is implemented through an area covered in fog (Ground Fog), as well as two areas consisting of dense bushes and trees (Forest A and B). Both implementations require players to explore an area closely if they want to see beyond the obstruction.

4.1.3 Out-of-Place Elements (OOP). Out of place elements are game objects that stand out in the context in which they are placed. For example, this could be a single tree within a field of stone statues, or a stone statue inside a forest. Players understand games as designed spaces and might therefore ascribe meaning to elements that appear to break a perceived pattern. In _Shinobi Valley_ three regions are meant to represent this pattern: two areas with stone stacks (stones placed on top of each other to form columns; Stone Stack A and B), and a spiral of stones on the ground (Stone Spiral).

4.1.4 Understanding Spatial Connections (SPC). Games that allow players to navigate through an environment might feature complex, interconnected paths. Even when such paths are not designed to present a challenge in itself (as is the case in a labyrinth), exploration can be motivated by the desire to learn how spaces connect to each other. _Shinobi Valley_ includes three regions that seek to motivate exploration in this manner: two cave systems (Cliff Cave and Mountain Cave), and a path leading to a hill plateau (Hill Path). These patterns are designed in such a way that a location is marked as reachable (e.g., by using the same visual appearance as the primary path), but without a clear indication as to how the player can get there. Players thus need to figure out how they can get to the location.

4.2 Goal

Many games are goal-driven activities with clear rules and win conditions. Even when they aim to provide the experience of ‘free’ exploration through seemingly open environments, they still have multiple ways of directing the player towards specific game elements (e.g., through an overarching story line, side quests, and ‘collectibles’). These give structure to the game experience, even if many
players will stray off the intended path to explore. The inclusion of a goal (or context for the player’s activities) in Shinobi Valley therefore makes sense. However, when a player is given particular instructions on what to do, the possibility exists that this takes precedence over everything else. In order to examine the effect of providing the player with an explicit goal or not, the second experiment condition concerns playing the game with and without a goal.

**With goal:** In this version, players are given a goal; “This is you! You are a monkey ninja on a journey to meet your master. Your master awaits your arrival at the end of this path.” The message is followed by a 3-part camera sequence over 5 seconds that shows locations along the primary path towards the instructed goal (Figure 3). Along the path, several wooden signs point players towards their destination. After this introduction, players complete the tutorial to ensure they understand the controls. After completing the tutorial, a message states; “Now go! Your master awaits.”

**Without goal:** The players do not receive any information about the player character or a goal. The primary path in the environment still acts as a suggestion, but there are no wooden signs pointing players to a specific direction. After completing the tutorial, players receive the message, “You can now control your character.”

### 4.3 Environment Aesthetic

The main focus of this study is to explore the presence or absence of level design patterns. Our secondary interest is the presence of an explicit goal given to the player, and how this may influence exploratory behavior. Games, even those specifically designed for research studies, quickly become complex, and they are sensitive to confounding variables. Shinobi Valley’s design is purposefully limited in areas outside those directly related to the study goals to limit potential interference. It has, for example, very minimal sound design and lacks many elements common to the type of game it is based on (e.g., combat or obstacles).

However, video games generally feature a theme or environment aesthetic. The setting of a game can greatly influence how likely a particular player is to play a certain game (e.g., some people are attracted to science fiction settings, others to medieval fantasy). As such, the visual design of a research game may appeal differently to individual players, or have other unintended consequences. To examine whether any measured differences in behavior and emotional experience persist within a different aesthetic, we can change the game’s aesthetic from a nature to an alien environment (see Figure 4). Both versions are created to be aesthetically pleasing. Neither setting changes the game environment structurally — they only alter its visual appearance.

**Nature setting:** The nature setting is lush and green, with a variety of green spruces and red maple trees. It invokes the feeling of being in the Japanese countryside.
Alien setting: The alien setting places the player character in a space suit on an alien planet. The environment consists of otherworldly colors and the vegetation has an insect-like quality.

5 RESEARCH DESIGN

The goal of this study is to examine the effect of level design patterns for spatial exploration. This study follows a between-subjects 2x2x2x2 factorial design, with the fixed factors of patterns, goal, environment aesthetic, and whether or not participants are compensated. Participants are randomly sorted into a condition group, given one of two options in each fixed factor. Participants play their randomized version of Shinobi Valley, during which data is collected in the form of game metrics and a periodical in-game survey. Additionally, participants answer a post-game questionnaire. The following section describes the game randomization, the sampling methods, the measurements and data processing, the experiment procedure, and the pilot study.

5.1 Game Randomization

Participants each played one possible game version, consisting of a combination of the independent variables described in Section 4. Whenever a participant begins the experiment, they are assigned a combination of the three game variables (i.e., patterns, goal, aesthetic). Each variable has two possible options. Goal and aesthetic each have a 50% chance for either option. The ‘pattern’ variable has a 70% chance of playing with level design patterns present. Although this creates an imbalance in the sample sizes between the different conditions, it allows for more data to be collected on participants interacting with the (individual) level design patterns and a subsequent analysis of those interactions. Considering that the analysis of patterns is our primary goal in this study, we decided that this was a valuable trade-off to maximize available resources (i.e., time and budget for financial compensation). We reflect on the implications of this decision in Section 8.

The map of Shinobi Valley was designed to be reversible in spatial layout and PIR placement. Each participant’s starting position is randomized between the two ends of the main path (see Figure 2). The Master is always positioned on the opposite end of the path. By randomizing the starting position, we aim to avoid uneven interaction with PIRs because they unintentionally stood out more or because participants encountered them first. This could also have been achieved by randomizing the PIRs themselves. However, this would have been far more complex to achieve as the PIRs (especially mountains and spatial connections) are integrated into the environment. The starting location, or play direction, is included in statistical testing as a nuisance variable.
5.2 Sampling

Participants were recruited through a combination of snowball sampling and crowd-sourcing. Snowball sampling included reaching participants through social media, the university environment, and word-of-mouth. Crowd-sourcing occurred over three platforms: Mechanical Turk [2], Prolific [55], and SurveyCircle [70]. Mechanical Turk and Prolific participants received an assured monetary compensation for participating of 3.00 EUR. All other participants could opt into a lottery for three 20.00 EUR vouchers. The only requirement for participating in the study was that participants have basic English comprehension and that their PC can run the game smoothly (Section 5.4). From Prolific, only female participants could participate; a decision made to counter-balance a lean towards male participants up to that point in the data collection.

Players are intrinsically motivated to engage with games for the experiences that they offer (e.g., enjoyment from overcoming challenges, interacting with the game world, social interaction) [59]. However, we consider it possible that playing a game for research purposes may influence how players engage with it, especially when they are compensated for their time. While some may be inclined to finish as fast as possible to maximize their gains, others might feel a sense of obligation to do well and ‘earn’ their reward. In this study, where we aim to study participants’ exploratory behavior, the addition of an extrinsic reward may affect intrinsic motivation [16] and possibly, in turn, the behavior we are studying. To our knowledge, the effect of an extrinsic reward has not been tested for how it influences exploration in video games. As such, we pose that future studies may benefit from our examination of this effect. In our statistical analysis, whether players did or did not receive assured monetary compensation is therefore treated as a fourth independent variable.

Overall, 389 participants took part in the experiment, out of which 266 completed the game and the post-game survey. Incomplete measures, and participants accounting for the fastest 2.5% of survey completions compared to the median, were excluded. Of the remaining 254 participants, 48% were female (n=122), 50.8% male (n=129), and 1.2% (n=3) identified as non-binary. The mean age is 31.8 (SD=10.8, range=18-69). 35% of participants were recruited from MTurk (n=89), 31.1% through snowball-sampling and social media (n=79), 28.7% from Prolific (n=73), and 5.1% from SurveyCircle (n=13). The female participants recruited via Prolific balance out otherwise male dominant demographics (without Prolific, 69.6% of participants are male).

5.3 Measures

Data is collected during and right after gameplay. During gameplay, player behavior is logged through the use of game metrics and a repeating in-game survey. Once participants finish the game, they fill out a post-game survey. Each of the measures is described in the following sections.

Game Metrics: The game logs player parameters at 5 Hz. Each log-line includes position, camera rotation, avatar movement velocity, closest distance to the primary path, and distances to start and destination points. The player controls for jumping and running are logged at the time of input as timestamped events. Further timestamps are logged for arrival and leaving of PIRs, arrival and leaving of start and destination areas, instances of resetting the player character (when jumping into the chasm, or when getting stuck in the level geometry for longer than 2 seconds), and triggering and completion of the in-game survey.

Additional metrics are generated from the aforementioned measures; primarily through the use of spatio-temporal data created by participants in combination with the predefined locations of PIRs. These include measures for PIR visit counts, PIR stay duration, and spatial entropy of player movement (specifically, Altieri’s entropy [1], which captures the impact of localized clustering in addition to overall heterogeneity of spatial data).
**In-Game Survey:** The in-game survey is a pop-up window that appears at predefined intervals during play, i.e., at minutes 1, 3, 5, 8, 12, 17, 23, and 30 from when the tutorial finishes. It is likely that players finish the game before having been exposed to all survey instances. The time between surveys increases over the play session to mitigate interruption of exploratory behavior. The timer for the next survey only starts when the previous one has been completed, ensuring that all participants experience the same amount of time between survey moments. The in-game survey also pauses the wait timer that runs after players have met the Master ninja character. The in-game survey asks participants ‘how curious [they] feel at the moment’ using a sliding scale between 0.0 and 1.0; players only see the visual representation of the slider position. Additionally, they are asked to describe their current emotional state in a single word using free text. Players need to enter text in order to continue.

**Post-Game Survey:** The post-game survey consists of four parts: demographics, questions about the game experience, selected modules from the Game User Experience Satisfaction Survey (GUESS [54]), and the Five-Dimensional Curiosity Scale (5DC [30]).

Data is collected on both participant age and gender. Participants are asked to rate what type of video game player they are on a five-point scale (ranging from ‘Novice’ to ‘Core’), as well as their time spent playing games in the past year (ranging from ‘Never’ to ‘More than 1 hour per day on average’).

Additional questions ask participants to report about their game experience. They are asked whether they left the path (yes/no) and why (free text). Furthermore, they are asked whether any elements in the game stood out (positively or negatively), and whether they have any other comments about the experiment.

The GUESS is a validated questionnaire that examines game experience in a number of areas. Modules can be used independently, depending on the needs of the project. For this study, the modules ‘Enjoyment’, ‘Creative Freedom’, ‘Play Engrossment’, and ‘Personal Gratification’ were included to assess emotional investment in the game experience.

The 5DC is a validated survey assessing a person’s trait curiosity (i.e., disposition to become curious) across five dimensions; Joyous Exploration, Deprivation Sensitivity, Stress Tolerance, Social Curiosity, and Thrill Seeking. It is included to examine whether certain types of trait curiosity correspond to participants’ exploratory behavior or emotional investment in the game.

**Data Processing:** Game metrics are processed through custom Python scripts using the Pandas library [56]. Based on the in-game survey, ‘emotion ratings’ are formulated by matching free-text entries (‘emotion words’) to affective components (valence, arousal, and dominance) based on the Glasgow Norms corpus [66]. Qualitative data from the post-game survey is coded based on topic to discover patterns within the data (e.g., mentioning of specific PIRs, design patterns, and other game aspects). Survey results are compiled per category based on author instructions. Spatial entropy is calculated by re-sampling spatio-temporal data into a grid of 60 x 60 squares with player location increasing the value of each square by 1 for each 5 Hz interval, thus increasing entropy both for longer durations, and movement in the game environment. Calculations are created through the ‘spatialentropy’ Python package [77].

### 5.4 Procedure

**Shinobi Valley** is online and can be played in most modern browsers. Participants are directed to the game website, which opens with a description of the experiment. Participants are not informed that curiosity or exploration are the topics of the research. Instead, they are told that they will play a game for research and how long the study is scheduled to take (around 15-20 minutes).
The game’s web-page checks whether the browser window is large enough for the game to be played in full resolution. If the window is smaller than HD dimensions (1920 by 1080 pixels), the participant can not proceed and instead sees a message to play the game on a larger display or resize their window. If the resolution is large enough, the participant can proceed to the game.

The game informs the participant that it is best played with headphones. The participant then proceeds with playing the game, starting with the tutorial (section 3.3). Participants are randomly sorted into a condition group and assigned a starting position (see Section 5.1).

During play, the game periodically checks the frame-rate at which it is running. When it registers less than 15 frames per second, the game stops playing and informs the participant that a performance issue has been detected. This check aims to ensure that participants experience the game at a minimum viable frame-rate, as bad performance can impact measured player behavior. As the participant moves around the virtual environment, the game logs their in-game actions. Periodically, the in-game survey appears in a ‘pop-up’ window that cannot be dismissed until it has been filled out.

The participant eventually finishes the game by finding the Master and waiting for the end of his meditation. Upon completing the game, the browser directs the participant to the post-survey website (section 5.3).

5.5 Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted with 24 participants [19]. The goal of the pilot was to test the quality of the game, perform a preliminary measure of design pattern effects, and test the measurements and procedure described above. Participants responded positively to the game and exhibited exploratory behavior while playing without specifically being prompted to do so. This suggested that the game was of sufficient quality to be used in larger studies.

6 RESULTS
The statistical tests conducted in this article follow a Bayesian approach [52], and are calculated using JASP [26, 44]. The reported ‘Bayes factor’ (BF<sub>10</sub>) indicates the probability of the presence of an effect versus the absence [64]. A BF value over 1 indicates that the tested hypothesis is more likely than the null-hypothesis. A BF value of 1 indicates that there is an equal chance of the hypothesis being different from the null-hypothesis as there is of them being similar. A value lower than 1 indicates that the null-hypothesis is more likely. Unlike classical hypothesis testing, a Bayesian test can therefore be used to indicate likeliness of the null-hypothesis, rather than only reject it [53]. This article uses BF synonymously with BF<sub>10</sub> (indexes are provided when not testing against the null hypothesis). Following current common practices [27], we consider BF > 3 as moderate evidence for a hypothesized effect (i.e. at least three times higher likelihood of a hypothesized effect versus no effect), while BF < 0.33 indicates moderate evidence against the hypothesized effect (effectively, at least three times higher likelihood against a hypothesized effect). We conduct two-sided Bayesian T-tests to test whether observations are significantly different, and two-sided Bayesian Pearson correlations to assess relationships between measures. In the absence of well informed (and sourced) prior beliefs, the default values for uninformed priors provided by JASP are used. Data for statistical tests is prepared using the Pandas package in Python [56].

A report of statistical tests and the underlying data can be found in the supplementary material of this article<sup>1</sup>, including settings that were used to calculate the results. The following sections describe noteworthy results derived from the experiment data. First, we describe the participant sample and general observations. We then present results relevant to the experiment factors and

<sup>1</sup>Support material and study data is also available from this OSF repository: https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/MVR37
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M_M</th>
<th>SD_M</th>
<th>M_SD</th>
<th>SD_SD</th>
<th>M_M</th>
<th>SD_M</th>
<th>M_SD</th>
<th>SD_SD</th>
<th>M_M</th>
<th>SD_M</th>
<th>M_SD</th>
<th>SD_SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Waiting</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While Waiting</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. 'Glasgow ratings' based on translated emotion words, split out over the three emotion dimensions arousal, dominance, and valence. For each, individual means and standard deviations are listed, which in turn provide means and standard deviations across all participants. Data points are split out to ratings 'before' and 'while' waiting.

the recorded nuisance variables. Finally, we present results relating to the performance of the four PIR sets (extreme points, visual obstructions, out-of-place elements, and spatial connections) and their interrelation with experiment factors.

6.1 Descriptive Statistics and General Observations

To recall, the study uses a between-subjects 2x2x2x2 factorial design, with play direction and gender recorded as nuisance variables. Each participant contributes data to each of the four factors, and is randomly assigned one of the two conditions of each factor (even probabilities for all experiment factors and play direction, but 70% probability for playing with patterns).

The participant breakdowns for the individual experiment factors are: With patterns 72.4% (n=184; n=70 without patterns), with goal statement 51.2% (n=130; n=124 without), alien environment 48.8% (n=124; n=130 in nature environment), with financial compensation 63.8% (n=162; n=93 without). 50.8% of participants played in A2B direction (n=129; n=125 in B2A direction). The participant breakdown closely matches the randomization percentages that were set as part of the experiment design. Participant procurement for the non-compensation group fell slightly short of the even-split target.

The mean frequency of playing games was 5.5, corresponding to an in-between of ‘1 hour per week on average’ and ‘1 hour per day on average’ (SD=1.5). The mean gamer type identified as between ‘casual’ and ‘core’ (M=2.6, SD=0.9). Mean play time was 10.3 minutes (SD=3.6, range=6.6-30.4). The mean play time before waiting was 3.7 minutes (SD=3.7, range=0.6-27.7), vs. 6.5 while waiting (SD=1.4, range=2.7-12.4). GUESS ratings for the game were M=4.2 (SD=1.2) for ‘creative expression’, M=3.9 (SD=1.3) for ‘play engrossment’, M=3.7 (SD=1.6) for ‘enjoyment’, and M=4.3 (SD=1.3) for ‘personal gratification’. All are close to the scale midpoint of 4.

The mean in-game curiosity rating was 0.6 (SD=0.2, range=0.01-1.0); slightly above the scale mid-point of 0.5. Ratings steadily decreased over the play session, with M=0.71 (SD=0.2) for the 1st rating going down to M=0.49 (SD=0.3; n=34 due to differences in play length) for the 5th rating moment.

Players used 104 unique emotion words to rate their emotional state when providing curiosity ratings. Before waiting, the most frequent responses were ‘curious’ (12.6%), ‘calm’ (8%), and ‘happy’ (8%). While waiting, the most frequent responses were ‘bored’ (24.4%), ‘annoyed’ (7.5%), and ‘curious’ (6.4%). Translation of the words to emotion dimensions via the Glasgow Norms resulted in means and SDs for each dimension (i.e., arousal, dominance, and valence) for each participant. SDs indicate the ‘emotional range’ of words provided by the participant throughout the play session. From the individual participant results, we can calculate means and SDs for each emotion dimension across participants as well — resulting in a 'mean of individual means', 'SD of individual means', 'mean of individual SDs', and 'SD of individual SDs'. The resulting 'in-game Glasgow ratings' are listed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Pattern split</th>
<th>Goal split</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with</td>
<td>w/o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explore</td>
<td>explore in general</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait</td>
<td>to pass time while waiting</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landmark</td>
<td>explore a landmark (unspecified target)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boredom</td>
<td>to alleviate boredom</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>to go to specific PIR: mountains</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boundaries</td>
<td>to test limits of environment</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expect</td>
<td>to find an expected game element that is not implemented</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rocks</td>
<td>to go to OOP PIRs</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenery</td>
<td>to look at aesthetic elements in the environment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fog</td>
<td>to go to specific PIR: ground fog</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chasm</td>
<td>to go to explore chasm (possibly incl. cliff cave PIR)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Pattern split</th>
<th>Goal split</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with</td>
<td>w/o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landmark</td>
<td>game area: any landmark</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noInteraction</td>
<td>lack of interactive elements in the game</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenery</td>
<td>aesthetic elements of the game environment</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wait</td>
<td>negative experience of having to wait</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>game area: mountains</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cave</td>
<td>game area: caves</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relaxing</td>
<td>overall atmosphere is experienced as calming</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fog</td>
<td>game area: fog</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rocks</td>
<td>game area: stone stacks</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noReward</td>
<td>lack of validation for actions by the player</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noGoal</td>
<td>lack of purpose or goal</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Counts</th>
<th>Pattern split</th>
<th>Goal split</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with</td>
<td>w/o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val-pos</td>
<td>Valence of comment: positive</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val-neg</td>
<td>Valence of comment: negative</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val-neutral</td>
<td>Valence of comment: neutral</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>val-mix</td>
<td>Valence of comment: mixed positive and negative</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Notable ‘tagged’ comments (coded by authors) with total counts, as well as split by ‘with’ or ‘without’ pattern and goal condition. Rows in the upper section are coded from reasons given for leaving the path, rows in the middle section are coded from elements that stood out to participants, and rows in the bottom section are valence of comments left for impression of the game as a whole. The table only contains comments that were given by at least 10 participants in total, and that are particularly relevant to the posed hypotheses. Rows are sorted by overall count within each section.

in Table 1. A paired-samples Bayesian T-Test of Glasgow ratings before and after waiting shows decisive evidence for measures differing between the two experiment phases (BF > 1k). Individual means are higher before waiting for all emotion dimensions, while individual SDs are lower before waiting.

Most measures of player behavior differ notably before waiting, compared to while waiting; such as play duration (shorter before waiting; BF > 1k), movement speed (BF > 1k) and camera motion (BF > 100), and spatial entropy (BF > 1k).

Results of qualitative data, gathered in the form of coding participant comments, are shown in Table 2.

6.2 Fixed Factor Results

In order to examine the impact of fixed factors on player behavior and emotional experience, we ran Bayesian ANOVA tests for a number of dependent variables. These include game metrics (i.e., distance traveled from path, distance traveled from destination, play duration, position, rotation,
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Table 3. Fixed factor ANOVA results: Best models of Bayesian ANOVA for dependent variables, if model Bayes factor BF<sub>M</sub> > 3. Results are split out for 'before waiting' and 'while waiting'. Individual fixed factors in the model are sorted in descending order by probability of inclusion in the model (BF<sub>incl</sub>, see supplementary material for values). Post Hoc T-Test results (BF<sub>10</sub>) are included as superscripts if at least BF<sub>10</sub> > 3, reported in steps: >3, >10, >100, >1k (1000). Interaction effects (e.g. [Goal × Pat]) do not have an associated BF<sub>10</sub>. Fixed factor abbreviations are: Pattern (Pat), Compensation (Comp), and Environment (Env).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Before Waiting</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>While Waiting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Model (in order of incl. probability) BF&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Best Model (in order of incl. probability) BF&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Entropy</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Comp × Goal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Dist. (M)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat] + Comp&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pat&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Comp] + Comp&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path Dist. (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Comp&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Comp × Goal] + Comp&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Dist. (M)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Comp] + Comp&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination Dist. (SD)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat] + Comp&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Comp] + Pat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + [Goal × Pat]</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Dist. (M)</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt; + Goal + [Comp × Goal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Dist. (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp&lt;sup&gt;1k&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Dist. (M)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation Dist. (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out of Bounds</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat + [Goal × Pat]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>Comp&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Arousal (M)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pat&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Arousal (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;100&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Dom. (M)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Dom. (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pat&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Valence (M)</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pat&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt; + Comp&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glasgow Valence (SD)</td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat + Comp</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Goal&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt; + Pat&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and instances of going out of bounds; i.e. jumping into the chasm) and the Glasgow emotion ratings described previously. Such a test results in a list of models (comprised of different combinations of the fixed factors), that have a likelihood of explaining differences in a specific measure (expressed as BF<sub>M</sub>). For each fixed factor (and possible combination of fixed factors) a likelihood is calculated that they are part of a model that explains the difference (expressed as BF<sub>incl</sub>). Finally, Post Hoc T-Tests show the likelihood a fixed factor contributes to differences in a particular measure (expressed as BF<sub>10</sub>). The Bayesian ANOVA tests were ran across the fixed factors patterns, goal, environment, and compensation. Two nuisance factors (gender and play direction) were added to the null model, and were thus included in all tested models. The exact settings are included in the supplementary files. Table 3 shows an overview of the tests, including the best model to explain differences in each variable and the BF<sub>10</sub> value of each fixed factor when BF<sub>10</sub> > 3.

6.3 Differences Between Design Patterns

To compare differences between the design of patterns, measures relating to individual pattern instantiation regions (PIRs) are grouped into PIR sets: extreme points (EXP), visual obstructions (OBS), out-of-place elements (OOP), and spatial connections (SPC). Each PIR set consists of 3 instances in the game environment. All results for differences between patterns are based on n=184 (about 70% of the overall sample) as participants without patterns obviously do not contribute data. PIR set measures are based on player activity in a predefined radius around individual PIRs of 8 game engine units (roughly equivalent to meters). For each PIR, three measures are considered: spatial entropy (‘dispersion’ of player movement), visit count (unique entries into a PIR lasting at least 1 second), and stay duration. Given that only movements within a confined radius are considered for each PIR, spatial entropy only gives an indication of player movement within the PIR radius.
Fig. 5. Graphs showing mean measures of spatial entropy (left), visit count (middle), and stay duration (right) of the four PIR sets: out-of-place elements (OOP), extreme points (EXP), spatial connections (SPC), and visual obstructions (OBS). For each of the three graphs, bars extend left to illustrate measures before waiting, and right for while waiting. Color coding of the bars indicates the combination of compensation and goal condition for a measure.

Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA tests across PIR sets show decisive evidence ($BF_{10} > 1k$) for differences in PIR sets beyond the impact of subject factors (goal statement, environment aesthetic, or compensation). Figure 5 shows visual graphs of PIR set measures for different fixed factor combinations, as well as for ‘before’ and ‘while’ waiting. ANOVA tests show strong evidence that the ‘environment’ factor has no effect on these measures, and is thus not included in the figure. Table 4 shows the ANOVA results, with the last column showing the order of means of individual PIR sets. In some cases, PIR sets are considered statistically equal (e.g. PIR spatial entropy before waiting: OOP is higher, but EXP, OBS, and SPC are considered equal), even if differences seem to exist according to the means (as shown in Figure 5). In such cases, between-subject factors such as goal and compensation are a likely cause, according to the best model. For the aforementioned example, goal, compensation, as well as an interaction effect between PIR sets and goal statement are impacting the measure. For interpretation of differences between PIR sets irregardless of other factors, ‘PIRs Post Hoc comparisons’ in Table 4 displays the most probable results.

It should be noted that patterns do not ‘perform’ uniformly. Results of PIR sets should therefore be understood as including some ‘performance’ bias by individual pattern implementations. Table 5 lists stay durations and visit counts for individual PIRs of the four PIR sets. ‘Ground Fog’ stands out as having been visited 3 times more often than other patterns in OBS. ‘Mountain A’ stands out in EXP for fewer visits and shorter stay durations.

### 6.4 Notable Correlations

Bayesian Pearson correlations were calculated to provide context for measures for which a statistical correlation was not certain (e.g., path distance and spatial entropy are logically correlated) and useful for the study. PIR spatial entropy decisively correlates with PIR visits and stay durations ($BF > 1k$) and is thus used as indication to assess correlations between PIR sets and other metrics.

**Before waiting: PIR sets.** All PIR sets correlate positively with Glasgow SDs of all emotion dimensions ($BF > 1k$, highest correlation for OOP), but not with Glasgow means. They positively correlate with participants going ‘outofbounds’ (i.e., jumping into the chasm) for OOP, SPC, and OBS (all $BF > 1k$, highest correlation for OOP), but not EXP. Camera movements positively correlate with all PIR
Table 4. PIR Sets repeated measures ANOVA results: Best models of Bayesian ANOVA for dependent variables, if model Bayes factor $BF_M > 3$. The top half of the table lists results for ‘before waiting’, the lower half for ‘while waiting’. Individual fixed factors in the model are sorted in descending order by probability of inclusion in the model ($BF_{incl}$, see supplementary material for values). Post Hoc T-Test results ($BF_{10}$) are included as superscripts if at least $BF_{10} > 3$, reported in steps: $>3$, $>10$, $>100$, $>1k (1000)$. Interaction effects (e.g. [Goal × Pat]) do not have an associated $BF_{10}$. Post Hoc comparison for individual PIR sets are listed in the last column and sorted by means. Fixed factor abbreviations are: Pattern (Pat), Compensation (Comp), and Environment (Env).

Table 5. Visit counts and overall stay duration for individual PIRs, sorted by PIR sets and in order of mean visit count across participants. Visits are individual instances of at least $>1$ sec time spent in a PIR. Stays are listed in percent of a player’s session length.

sets entropies ($BF > 1k$ for all but SPC, which had $BF > 30$); here the highest correlation was with EXP. PIR sets do not correlate with game frequency or player type.

**While waiting: PIR sets.** Positive correlation with game frequency and player type for EXP ($BF > 30$), OBS ($BF > 30$), and SPC ($BF > 3$); but not OOP. Glasgow measures do not correlate, except for EXP and arousal SD ($BF > 3$). Positive correlation with ‘outofbounds’ events for OBS ($BF > 3$) and EXP ($BF > 1k$). Camera movements positively correlate for EXP and SPC (both $BF > 1k$).

**Non-correlations.** Some correlation results are notable for their lack of correlation with other measures. 5DC measures showed evidence for a lack of correlation with game metrics, in-game curiosity ratings, or Glasgow ratings. The only exception is the ‘thrill seeking’ dimension, which
correlated with variation in camera rotation before waiting (BF > 10). PIR set measures did not correlate with age, GUESS ratings, or in-game curiosity ratings.

6.5 Nuisance Variables

Play direction was recorded as a nuisance variable, but evaluated through a Bayesian Student T-Test to track its impact on measures. Most measures did not differ by play direction. Of note are path distance mean (BF > 100) and SD (BF > 1k), both especially ‘while waiting’ (BF ≈ 1k), and differences in the OOP ‘while waiting’ measures visit count (BF > 1k), stay duration (BF > 3), and PIR spatial entropy (BF > 1k). Here, the proximity of ‘Stone Stack A’ to Zone A likely provided a stronger attractor than an equivalent OOP pattern for players heading towards Zone B.

Participant gender was reduced to female and male participants to assess the impact on measures through a T-Test. Measures impacted by gender differences are likely affected by a difference in 'gamer type' (BF > 1k) and 'play frequency' (BF > 3), with female players having lower measures in both due to differences in sampling distributions. GUESS measures Engrossment, Enjoyment, and Personal Gratification differ (all BF > 30, all higher for female). In-game curiosity ratings are increased for female players (BF > 100), as are Glasgow ratings for arousal (BF > 3) and valence (BF > 3) while waiting. Female players had shorter (BF > 30) and fewer (BF > 10) visits to SPC PIRs while waiting, as well as fewer visits (BF > 3) to EXP PIRs while waiting. Finally, female players moved slower (BF > 30) and had fewer camera movements (BF > 100).

7 DISCUSSION

The primary goal of this study is to examine the effect of level design patterns for spatial exploration on player behavior and experience. Across multiple measures, results show that the presence of patterns indeed influenced how players interacted with the environment, and that patterns had an emotional impact. However, how exactly players were influenced, depended on other factors. While results suggest that environment aesthetic has little to no impact, having a goal and being compensated evidently affects exploration. In some circumstances, the relative impact indeed exceeds that of pattern presence.

It is important to discuss player behavior over two phases of the game: before waiting for the Master, and while waiting for the Master to stop meditating. It can be hypothesized that a player’s motivation for exploration and their emotional experience shifted at this point, although how
exactly depends on the condition group. As such, the following sections discuss differences between these two phases of the game.

We controlled for two nuisance variables: play direction and gender. Play direction had some impact on player behavior, as players generally seemed to explore more while waiting when they ended in Zone A. Although the map was designed to be reversible, Zone A has an ‘out-of-place’ element in close proximity, whereas Zone B features a ‘visual obstruction’ element. Based on the popularity of patterns from this set, ‘Stone Stack A’ likely provided a stronger motivation for exploration, whereas Zone B had fewer interesting PIRs in close range. Aside of a preference for visiting ‘Stone Stack A’, however, the overall impact appears limited. In addition to play direction, the demographic of players had some impact as well. Female players generally had higher emotional investment in the game, and also scored their game experience higher (GUESS). Neither of these impacted the results in a way that make them specific to players based on their gender.

### 7.1 Impact of Patterns

In general, level design patterns caused participants to venture further away from the path and further away from their destination (i.e., the Master), resulting in movement across the environment that was overall more dispersed. These differences in exploratory behavior are visible in the visualizations of player presence (see Figure 6 and Figure 7) and confirmed by the statistical analysis. Although these results come with certain caveats (discussed in the following sections), patterns clearly had an effect on exploratory behavior. As such, we consider **H1a to be supported**.

The impact of individual patterns is discussed in more detail later in this section.

In addition to affecting behavior, we hypothesized that the patterns would also positively affect players’ emotional experience. This was measured in two ways: through the in-game use of ‘emotion words’ and the post-game measures. Unfortunately, the GUESS showed little to no differences between conditions. We do not necessarily consider this a fault of the GUESS, but possibly a side effect of our study design. Due to the decision to make participants wait for five minutes in an attempt to gather data under different circumstances, it is likely that players grew bored. This is
supported by Glasgow ratings of the in-game reported ‘emotion words’, which saw a decrease in valence, dominance, and arousal while waiting as compared to before waiting. We suggest that the last five minutes colored participants’ overall experience, eliminating any differences the GUESS might have uncovered. However, we do see a difference in comments that participants made — those who played with patterns seem more likely to comment positively about the game overall.

We also see an impact of patterns on the in-game Glasgow ratings derived from emotion words. This effect, however, is primarily visible in the spread (i.e., standard deviation) of the ratings. Before waiting, Glasgow means are not affected. Impacts on spread, on the other hand, were primarily due to the goal condition and only to a lesser extent due to patterns. While waiting, patterns had a small impact on Glasgow means, which happened in combination with compensation. The spread in dominance and valence was impacted by patterns as well, in combination with the goal condition.

Overall, the results suggest that patterns had an impact on the range of emotions expressed through the in-game ratings, with the emotional range increasing in the presence of patterns. Before waiting, we argue that a lack of patterns did not necessarily result in a more subdued emotional experience. Participants that cared to explore likely did so, while those that did not care to explore were driven by finding out what they were supposed to do, rather than being negatively impacted by a lack of patterns. However, the presence of patterns likely leads participants to explore, or at least makes emotional impact.

While waiting, the presence of patterns is responsible for higher arousal and valence. This happens in combination with compensation, suggesting that participants that rushed to the stated goal (more likely driven by extrinsic, financial motivation) found elements that interested them while waiting as compared to those playing without patterns. It is not clear, however, whether the impact was due to exploratory curiosity, or the desire to alleviate boredom. Participant comments suggest a mix of motivations, e.g., left path to explore (55.9%), because having to wait (31.1%), to explore a landmark (17.7%), or due to boredom (12.6%). The spread of emotional values was increased due to patterns while waiting as well, suggesting more ‘ups and downs’ in the play experience.

Having patterns elicited more comments from participants, suggesting that participants with patterns felt more strongly about their experience and the effort they put into the study. Although they more commonly commented on leaving the path to explore, they were also more likely to mention the lack of interaction in the game. We hypothesize that the presence of patterns created expectations. The relative novelty of encountering PIRs was not perceived as a reward in itself. This is likely why emotional impact was more tied to fluctuations rather than an overall increase — players probably enjoyed the moments when they were engaging in exploration, but may have experienced disappointment when their efforts went unrecognized by the game system (either through an explicit reward, or by encountering interactive content).

Based on these findings, we consider that support for H1b exists, albeit with some annotations. The presence of PIRs alone is not sufficient for increasing emotional investment. Instead, they afford a possibility for exploration that, when realized, increases emotional investment.

### 7.2 Impact of Goal Statement
Whether or not players were given a goal had a substantial impact on the effects of patterns. Before waiting for the Master, among participants without a goal, those with patterns ventured further from the path than those without. They were also further away from the destination point (i.e., Master), i.e., they moved around more as they closed the distance to the destination. Entropy measures also confirm this behavior.

These differences were severely reduced, however, when a goal was introduced. When given a goal, the presence of patterns had a much lower impact on any of the measures. Although we
hypothesized that having a goal would reduce exploration, the magnitude of the difference is surprising. The formulation of the goal is not very specific and relatively subtle — it only informs the player they are in search of their master and that he awaits them. In addition to this, there are a few signs along the path pointing in the Master’s direction. The path itself, however, is present in all conditions. We argue that the path always hints at a goal, as it is generally understood that paths lead to somewhere of interest, so it is not unreasonable to suspect they would follow the path as one of their first actions. Yet it is likely that players not provided with a goal spent the first part of the game more in search of what to do. Overall, in the presence of patterns, players without a goal were still more likely to leave the path behind and explore the boundaries of the environment compared to having no patterns present. A possibility is that PIRs are of interest to players irrespective of whether or not a goal was provided, but that part of the difference is masked by participants without a provided goal trying to figure out what to do.

While waiting, the data shows quite different behavior. Generally, players with patterns showed more exploratory behavior than those without. Particularly interesting, however, is that participants with a goal generally explored more than those without. We suggest that this is because participants with a goal explored less before finding the Master. As such, they were focused on accomplishing their goal when the game started. Once the game provided them with a new goal (i.e., wait for the Master to finish meditating), they felt free to explore. At this point, players with patterns explored more than those without. Players that had already explored before because they did not have a goal, did not feel the need to explore as much once they had to wait. Based on these findings, we consider H2 to be supported.

When we consider emotional impact, we can see that players without a goal had higher fluctuations in their emotional experience. However, this is only true before waiting for the Master. While waiting, the opposite is true: affect fluctuates more with a goal. We propose that being uncertain about the goal of the game creates more potential for emotional investment, as players take it upon themselves to find out what the game is about. As the other data suggests as well, players with a goal were likely more focused on achieving it. Once they are asked to wait, they are presented with a new situation. Meanwhile, players that had no goal are actually given one while waiting. While fluctuations in emotional investment do not necessarily indicate that players enjoy the experience more overall, the concept of designing for interest curves or experiential fluctuations in a game (e.g. [61]) is understood as a strategy to increase overall interest. The results show that having a goal had little impact on the affect means.

Despite our findings, it is not necessarily the case that a goal reduces exploration in all situations. In part, our results may be due to the nature of the experiment. While players may prioritize a goal or ‘quest’ when playing a commercial game, it is also not unlikely for them to abandon it in favor of freely exploring an (open) environment when presented with one — likely, this depends a lot on the player and their play style. We suggest the possibility that, due to participants knowing they were participating in a study, they were expecting to receive instructions on what they were supposed to accomplish. As such, those who received a goal prioritized it, thinking it would be necessary for them to complete it in order to successfully finish the study. Those who did not receive a goal, could have been motivated by a search of what they were supposed to do. As such, it could be said that their motivation to explore was not strictly one of curiosity, but rather one of seeking a purpose in the context of the study. If this was their only motivation, however, we consider it more likely that players would have stuck to the path, as it gave an implicit indication of where such a purpose might be found. Since this is not the case, we can argue that patterns still had an impact and that players were not solely motivated by their desire to complete the experiment.
7.3 Impact of Compensation

As stated before, we considered it possible that the addition of an extrinsic reward (i.e., monetary compensation) could influence the intrinsically motivated behavior of exploration. In addition to players looking for what they were supposed to do to finish the study, the addition of an (assured) monetary reward could have motivated players to finish the study as quickly as possible. If this were the case, we would expect them to put in minimal effort, spending as little time as possible and exploring only to a minimal extent.

Before waiting, whether or not people were compensated had limited effect. We see some differences in how far participants ventured from the path, although patterns and goal have a stronger influence on this behavior. While waiting, however, compensation was more likely to have an influence on measured behavior. It was the most likely measure for several dependent variables, including spatial entropy, distance from path, and distance from destination. Participants were also less likely to see what would happen if they jump into the chasm. Overall, this shows that participants who were assured compensation were less likely to travel away from the end point once they had to wait, suggesting they wanted to be able to get to the ending as quickly as they could.

Regarding emotional experience, compensation had little influence of note. However, it was the largest contributor to differences in valence means while waiting. Interestingly, valence was higher on average for people who were being compensated (note that this is the only measure that was notably higher among people who were being compensated). We interpret this to mean that participants who were being compensated were more pleased knowing that they would progress the experiment within a certain time. We suspect that those who were not compensated (and especially those without a goal who had already spent more time exploring) were more annoyed at being made to wait. The presence of patterns, in turn, mitigated this somewhat.

7.4 Analysis of Patterns

Besides examining the overall impacts of patterns, we were interested in the effects of the individual patterns themselves. To this end, we analyzed the data from only those participants who had patterns in their game environment, which was also the rationale for randomizing with a 70% chance for having patterns present.

Before waiting, we can observe that participants without a goal or compensation interacted with patterns the most; they tended to visit PIRs and stayed for a while. This is contrasted with participants that have both a goal and are being compensated, who barely visited any PIRs and did not stay long at those they did visit, suggesting they were trying to get to the Master as quickly as possible. Out of the remainder, participants without a goal that were compensated visited more PIRs and stayed longer than those with a goal who were not compensated. We take this to mean that players without a goal were searching for one, while the compensation drove them forward. Those who were not being compensated took more time to explore the PIRs, even if they had a sense of where to go.

While waiting, we see a lot more interaction with patterns than before. Overall, participants visited more PIRs and stayed longer while waiting. Since they knew that they had time to spend at this point, they took more time to look around. Participants with a goal who were not compensated visited the most PIRs and stayed the longest. We consider this in line with previously discussed findings that those with a goal spent less time to get to the Master and then used the waiting time to explore. Similarly, interaction with the patterns remained lowest among participants with a goal who were compensated — although they were also likely to get to the Master early, they were less willing to venture away from the destination to explore the patterns.
Out of Place (OOP). PIRs of this pattern attracted the most visitors, with resulting visits being rather short. Spatial entropy, however, was generally high. This suggests that this pattern causes local exploration to occur, where an object of interest is being examined from multiple angles. We suggest that this could either be to examine the aesthetic of the object itself, or with the intention of finding out what function it could serve. In many games, OOP elements are used to guide players to rewards (e.g., collectibles and upgrades for the player character), opportunities for interaction, or progress in the game narrative. In such cases, finding out what can be done at these elements is a game mechanic in itself (e.g., requiring players to perform specific actions to make progress). Continued engagement could be the desire to gather more ‘clues’ as to what these elements are about. In addition to this, all patterns except OOP were more attractive to players with higher game experience. We take this to suggest that PIRs of this pattern have universal appeal, regardless of gaming experience, while others attract only more experienced players.

Extreme Points (EXP). EXP PIRs were visited by many players, and caused them to stay longer than other patterns. One reason for this could be that players use the higher vantage points to get the ‘lay of the land’. It allows players to ‘visually explore’ the environment, i.e., gain an understanding of it without having to travel there. This is perhaps especially the case for players without a goal, who stay the longest at EXP PIRs before waiting. While waiting, stay durations are fairly similar regardless of fixed factors. It could be that reaching these patterns is challenging and, as a result, succeeding in that challenge can feel rewarding in itself, causing players to take a moment to appreciate the result of their effort. The EXP pattern correlating with the spread of arousal ratings suggests that interaction with the pattern has moments of varying excitement. Reaching a high place also allows players to see their surroundings from a new and interesting perspective. As such, participants may stay there for aesthetic reasons (i.e., enjoy the view), as is indicated by a correlation with increased camera rotation. Even if the game does not provide any specific interactivity, surveying the environment from a vantage point can be experienced as an engaging activity. Out of all patterns, EXP PIRs were most often mentioned by participants as reasons to leave the path or as outstanding features.

Spatial Connections (SPC). PIRs in this pattern were not visited as often as EXP or OOP patterns, and players stayed for short time periods. Players did stay longer at SPC PIRs than they did at OBS PIRs. The ‘Cliff Cave’ had the longest stay duration. Compared to the others, it offered a unique vantage point of the environment (i.e., from within the chasm). We theorize that providing an interesting view contributes to the appreciation of a PIR, as indicated by participants looking around more — neither of the other SPC PIRs provided a ‘better’ view than the mountains did. It is possible that understanding how spaces connect can offer an intrinsic reward similar to that of exploring EXPs. Out of all PIRs, caves were commented on fairly frequently (nearly as much as mountains). This suggests that they stood out to participants and left an impression. However, this doesn’t translate into as many visits. It could be that less people noticed the SPC PIRs to begin with. Additionally, it may be because their entrances are more hidden (while mountains were easily available), and therefore the effort to figure them out was too high for some. Games tend to implement this pattern not as a way to guide players, but to present them with a challenge that often involves a reward. The fact that players looked around more when at these PIRs may also suggest they were looking for something. Since there was nothing to find (a fact commented on often by participants), it is possible players did not feel the need to bother with figuring out these PIRs once the lack of reward had become apparent.

Visual Obstructions (OBS). OBS PIRs were visited the least of all patterns (with one exception), and players stayed the shortest. Considering the measure of spatial entropy, it would also appear
that players primarily ran through these PIRs, possibly without even registering them. ‘Ground Fog’ stands out as an exception, as it was visited by more players than any other individual PIR. It was also fairly often commented on by participants after the game. It is possible that the two dense forests were not understood as places for potential exploration, but rather natural boundaries. Of course, it is also possible that the potential was understood but simply was not appealing. A challenge in implementing this pattern successfully stems from the fact that visual obstructions must still appear to be surmountable. Games often enclose the interactive space with environmental obstructions that signal that they cannot be overcome (which is also the case for the game in this study). OBS patterns can easily be misread as areas that cannot be explored. As a result, games tend to implement this pattern more often for ‘secrets’ (i.e., additional content that is designed to be encountered by a small selection of players), and not to guide player progress. We consider this the reason that this pattern was more likely to be visited by players with higher game experience. Based on having played other games, they were possibly better equipped to recognize the PIRs as potentially interesting. Alternatively, it could also be that less experienced players avoided them for the possibility of danger as their vision was obscured.

7.5 Impact of Trait Curiosity

For H3, we stated that the general disposition for curiosity (i.e. ‘trait curiosity’) would have an impact on exploratory behavior. Our results show that curiosity dimensions did not correlate with exploratory behavior measures (with the exception of camera rotation with ‘thrill seeking’) or emotional experience. Whether or not a player experienced curiosity for exploration in the game did not seem to be impacted by their general disposition. It is possible that the threshold for engaging in exploratory behavior in a game like this is relatively low; or that measures of trait curiosity in the physical world do not correspond to game environments. Based on these results, we reject H3.

7.6 Measures of Exploration

Measures in this study involved validated psychometric instruments (i.e., GUESS, 5DC), game metrics, and exploratory in-game measures that have yet to prove their viability in game user research studies. Especially the use of ‘in the moment’ measures of emotional states through a combination of a curiosity scale and interpreting the affect of emotion words has, to our knowledge, not been described to measure exploration in games before. Our results suggest that in-game curiosity ratings showed meaningful correlations with how players assess their game experience. However, these ratings also showed a wide variance across players, suggesting that unexplored factors contribute to being in a state of curiosity. One possible weakness of the measure is that it was gathered at fixed points in time instead of taking measure at specific player actions or locations in the game.

The interpretation of emotion words provided a stronger basis for evaluating affective states that accompany exploration than the curiosity scale did. We hypothesize that ‘curiosity’ may be a short state that is more difficult to self-assess than the use of emotion words. Ultimately, measuring curiosity directly remains a challenging task — it is either determined by indirect measures, or measured by interventions that can impact the measure by their mere presence. Nevertheless, the results of this study provide evidence that a combination of behavioral and affective measures provides insights about curiosity for exploration.

8 LIMITATIONS

The results of any study should be considered within the limitations of its design. Our primary goal was to examine the effects of level design patterns for spatial exploration, as well as the presence of a goal and its impact on those patterns.
As stated previously, games are complex systems with many interacting elements. With the design of Shinobi Valley, one of the goals was to strike a balance between controlling for confounding factors, while still giving players the experience of playing a ‘proper’ game. However, this meant that the game lacked many characteristics typical of the type of commercial game its design is based on. While this was a deliberate decision, level design patterns are not usually used in isolation. Instead, they are used to guide players towards specific objects, objectives or interaction possibilities. As such, they likely raise expectations in players that their exploratory behavior will somehow be acknowledged or rewarded. This is shown in our qualitative data, which suggests that many players were expecting to find something as the result of their exploration. While exploratory behavior probably was not impacted (due to the short duration of the game), emotional investment likely was because the game did not provide the satisfaction that ‘real’ games do. For this study, we consider this acceptable, as the intention was to investigate curiosity driven exploration in particular. However, future studies should carefully consider the implementation of rewards (if it benefits their purposes), especially when player experience is the main focus of study.

In relation to this, we point out the influence of receiving compensation for participating in a research experiment. It should be noted that our participants who did not receive direct financial compensation, still could receive some compensation by way of a random draw. Although there was a measurable difference between these participants and those who were assured compensation, suggesting this had a more direct influence on player behavior, we cannot fully exclude the possibility that a potential extrinsic reward had some effect as well.

The patterns tested in this study were formulated based on the design of 3D, open world games. As such, the results of this study cannot be generalized to all types of games. However, we argue that the patterns themselves can be implemented in different types of virtual environments (e.g., smaller, ‘closed’ levels) and other game forms. It is, for example, possible to have hard-to-reach places or out-of-place objects in a 2D game as well. Their implementation will require careful thought, however, and whether or not they are experienced similarly as they were in this study remains to be investigated.

Even a game as simple as Shinobi Valley adds layers of complexity to empirical assessment. Our decision to include additional variables, rather than only focusing on the presence or absence of level design patterns, complicated the presented experiment considerably. Testing the game with only one independent variable would have been easier, but also miss important findings related to interaction affects with, for example, a stated goal. As discussed previously, level design patterns do not occur in a vacuum. Therefore, we decided it was important to include at least some aspects very integral to many games, rather than draw conclusions from a very selective experiment. In turn, however, this makes the gathered results more complex to interpret. We argue that this is inherent to disentangling player experience and that further studies should be aware of this and make their own informed decisions.

We also decided to have more participants play with patterns present to increase the sample size and be able to assess their individual impact. Naturally, this skewed the sample sizes of our other condition groups. To run ANOVA tests between condition groups, it is generally recommended for the groups to be of similar size. Instead, some of our condition groups ended with relatively few participants due to this decision to focus our available resources. For example, the smallest condition group (no pattern, goal, nature, no compensation) had 5 participants, while the largest group (pattern, goal, alien, compensation) had 32 (mean = 16, SD = 8.9). Because of this difference, any interaction effects detected in the data lend themselves to further study with more participants and should be considered for future work.

Another consideration in our study design was the decision to make participants wait after finding the Master. Although this decision provided interesting findings relating to how the stated
goal and level design patterns interacted, we cannot say that exploration while waiting happened solely due to curiosity and was not, at least in part, motivated by boredom as well. As stated previously, curiosity is difficult to capture. Although our efforts uncovered interesting results, we cannot fully interpret the motivations of players. Likely, they are multi-dimensional. More thorough in-game measures (e.g., observation, questions, think aloud protocol) might assist with unpacking the player experience further, but a balance always needs to be struck between invasiveness of the method and the result.

Finally, we also administered the GUESS after participants had completed the entire game. This meant that players filled out the survey after possibly spending the final minutes of the game annoyed or bored. As a result, the GUESS was likely influenced by these final minutes and not particularly useful in assessing differences between conditions. Although the in-game measures offset this, these do not assess game experience as thoroughly as the GUESS does. While the decision to make players wait provided us with interesting data, the use of any post-game questionnaire should be considered carefully if a similar design is used in future studies. Even if the study design is different, however, we urge caution in relying on post-game measures in capturing temporary states, such as curiosity.

9 CONCLUSION
In this study, we found empirical evidence for level design patterns eliciting curiosity-driven exploration in players with the impact being affected by having an explicit goal statement, and whether compensation is provided. Without patterns, players engaged in less exploration, and formed fewer expectations about being rewarded for doing so. Being given a goal was shown to strongly impact players’ likelihood of exploration. Players were most engaged in curiosity-driven exploration when patterns in the environment provided opportunities, and the goal of the game was left sufficiently ambiguous to pay attention to the larger environment. Comments of players also show that exploration in games is understood as a mechanic in itself. It can be concluded that the dramatic principle of Chekhov’s gun in literature also applies to elements that invoke exploration: if something promises to be an interesting area for exploration, it should provide acknowledgment to players when they do so. This is already a common practice in game development, and the exclusion of rewards in this study was primarily motivated by reducing confounding experiment variables.

Based on the experiment results, whether or not players explore was not impacted by their general disposition for curiosity. This could mean that the threshold for developing curiosity was not very high in the game experiment, or that general disposition is not a strong predictor for a curious state in a video game. We found evidence that exploration motivated by boredom differed from curiosity-driven exploration. Additionally, curiosity-driven exploration can have different motivations behind it, such as looking for rewards or interaction possibilities, or testing the boundaries of the environment. Design patterns can only increase the likelihood of curiosity, not enforce it. By controlling for environment aesthetic, we consider our findings applicable not just to a specific implementation, but to other game environments as well. Finally, whether or not participants were compensated also affected exploratory behavior and should be considered especially in study designs looking into player behavior and experience.

With our work, we have presented empirical evidence for the overall efficacy of a design practice that is already part of many video games, and is clearly having a demonstrable impact. Based on analysis of in- and post-game measures we have further created a framework for understanding the impact of individual patterns, and for mapping their efficacy in light of relevant factors, such as having a stated goal, and free exploration versus waiting time. Through a study design that incorporates and evaluates various elements common to games, we show the many complexities
that result from the interaction between such elements. Although this results in a more complex narrative, we believe that this account can inform future empirical studies of player experience and shows the need to explore variables whose influence may otherwise be ignored. We do not suggest that every study incorporates a variable on whether or not players have a goal — rather, we encourage designers and researchers to consider the effects all their decisions have on players, especially when studying player experience and complex constructs.

Future work may expand on the lexicon of design patterns that invoke curiosity for exploration. Given the vast design space of creating game worlds, more data from different implementations of the discussed patterns is needed to either support or scrutinize our findings. The promise of engaging in this work is a better theoretical understanding for how to intentionally design for curiosity-driven exploration in games. In time, we foresee that such work can also support efforts for better procedural creation of game content, or even real-world implementations of explorable architecture, such as the design of playgrounds or amusement parks.
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